Real time chemical imaging of a working catalytic membrane reactor during oxidative coupling of methane†
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We report the results from an operando XRD-CT study of a working catalytic membrane reactor for the oxidative coupling of methane. These results reveal the importance of the evolving solid state chemistry during catalytic reaction, particularly the chemical interaction between the catalyst and the oxygen transport membrane.

Ethylene is an important platform chemical and with the closure of naphtha crackers, new processes for its production are required. The continuous reduction of gas flaring and the exploitation of shale gas by hydraulic fracturing (fracking) has led to a dramatic increase in the availability of methane.1 Natural gas, whose main component is methane, is considered to be an abundant hydrocarbon source compared to crude oil and there is much interest in producing higher value bulk chemicals from it.2 Environmentally-friendly and cost-effective processing technologies for direct conversion of methane to light olefins (e.g. ethylene) as an alternative to the highly energy-intensive cracking processes (e.g. steam cracking) are required.3 The oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) can potentially provide an economically viable route for ethylene production.4 Additionally, the application of catalytic membrane reactors (CMR) employing oxygen transport membranes can lead to a decrease of the cost of the overall process.5 Importantly, recent research has shown that CMRs for the OCM can achieve ~35% C2 yield; one of the highest values reported in literature.6

In this study, we demonstrate the application of high energy X-ray diffraction computed tomography (XRD-CT) to investigate the chemical evolution of a working CMR for the OCM reaction. This is the first solid state study under operando conditions and uses state-of-the-art OCM catalyst (Mn–Na–W/SiO2) and oxygen transport membrane (BaCo2FeZr2O13−δ). XRD-CT allowed us to observe the catalyst and membrane in their active states and revealed the presence of a new phase (i.e. BaWO4) forming at the interface between the catalyst particles and the membrane under high temperatures which may impact on the long-term stability and performance of this integrated reactor system. We are able to obtain this unprecedented chemical information because XRD-CT enables local signals to be obtained from within bulk dense objects; conventional methods such as powder XRD are “blind” to such local heterogeneities.7 XRD-CT is one of a series of recently developed X-ray-based techniques which provide spatially-resolved ‘chemical’ insight and can be employed under process conditions to obtain a more comprehensive appreciation of structure–activity relationships in catalytic/functional materials.8

The OCM and the direct non-oxidative conversion of methane are the two most promising methane-to-olefins conversion technologies as they require a single catalytic reactor compared to conventional gas-to-liquid (GTL) chemical plants where two reactors are used in series (i.e. the first for steam reforming of methane and the second for Fischer–Tropsch synthesis).9 Currently there are long-term stability problems with catalysts used in non-oxidative conversion of methane in contrast to the Mn–Na–W/SiO2 OCM catalyst that has shown high stability for hundreds of hours of operation.10 This catalyst is considered to be one of the most promising for the OCM reaction mainly due to its long term stability and productivity under high temperatures (i.e. more than 80% selectivity for C2 molecules for 20% methane conversion).11 Despite more than twenty years extensive study, there is still much debate as to the nature of the phases/species present in the Mn–Na3WO4/SiO2 catalyst under reaction conditions. For example, in a recent review paper by
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Arndt et al., it was concluded that some form of synergy must occur between the various Mn, Na and W containing phases/species present which must be responsible for the catalyst activity.12

The main drawbacks of the OCM reaction are the total oxidation of methane and/or the conversion of formed C₂ molecules to CO₂ which is difficult to avoid in traditional fixed bed reactors at high conversions.13 One way to potentially overcome this problem is to use CMRs which regulate the oxygen flow to the catalyst.6,14 The membranes used in these CMRs are mixed ionic and electronic conducting (MIEC) materials that allow only oxygen ions to diffuse through them.15 Especially in the case of the OCM, it seems that CMRs present the only solution to the intrinsic problems of this reaction.16 By maintaining a low oxygen partial pressure on the methane ‘side’ and by homogeneously distributing the oxygen ions over the reactor, improved C₂ selectivity is attained and the further oxidation of the C₂ molecules can be mitigated. Several perovskite-type (formula of ABO₃−δ) MIEC membranes have been tested as catalysts for the OCM reaction per se in disk, tubular and hollow-fiber geometries.15b,16c,17 However, it has been shown that the combination of a MIEC membrane with a catalyst bed leads to higher C₂ yield at lower temperatures.16a,b BaCo₀.₄Fe₀.₄Zr₀.₂O₃ (BCFZ) hollow fiber membranes have proven to be a good compromise between the required chemical stability (i.e. stability of the perovskite structure under different environments) and oxygen permeation flux.16b,18 Therefore, these materials (i.e. the BCFZ membrane and the Mn–Na₂WO₄/SiO₂ catalyst) are promising but need to be studied further in order to determine their prospects as the most appropriate components for the CMR.

Two XRD-CT experiments were performed using the same CMR (i.e. BCFZ with Mn–Na–W/SiO₂ catalyst) at station ID15A of the ESRF (Fig. S1, ESI†). In these XRD-CT experiments, air was used at the outer side of the membrane in all cases (i.e. flow rate of 100 mL min⁻¹). In the first experiment, an in situ study, which will be referred to as OCM1, the temperature of the system was increased under the flow of methane (5 vol% CH₄ in He at 100 mL min⁻¹). In the second experiment, OCM2, the temperature of the system was increased under the flow of He (flow rate of 30 mL min⁻¹). Air was then used to ensure the optimal state of the catalyst in terms of activity (flow rate of 50 mL min⁻¹).

Finally, different mixtures of CH₄ diluted in He were used for the actual OCM experiment (5, 20, 50 and 100 vol% CH₄ in He while the total flow rate was kept constant at 100 mL min⁻¹).

A schematic representation of the CMR is shown at the top left of Fig. 1; this illustration is produced from absorption computed tomography (micro-CT) data collected before the OCM experiment. XRD-CT was performed at one fixed position, vertically at the middle of the reactor. At the bottom right of Fig. 1, reconstructed XRD-CT images of raw scattered intensity at scattering angle 1.75° are presented. These show the growth of the SiO₂ tridymite phase during the operation of the CMR but serve to illustrate that evolving solid-state chemistry can be followed. Each XRD-CT reconstructed slice is actually a data cube where each composing voxel (a three dimensional pixel) contains a reconstructed diffraction pattern (see also comment 1 in the ESI†).

Fig. 1 Left: image showing the CMR. Top right: within an XRD-CT image each pixel has a corresponding diffraction pattern; the graph inset top right shows two selected diffraction patterns: one from the membrane (yellow trace) and one from the catalyst region (purple trace). Images can be constructed that correspond to features (i.e. Bragg reflections) within the diffraction patterns. Bottom right: maps of raw scattered intensity at scattering angle 1.75° 2θ corresponding to the tridymite phase. Images are displayed with a common intensity scaling.

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the catalyst as the OCM1 experiment proceeds, presented as phase maps showing the distributions of five identified crystalline phases and one amorphous phase at all temperatures where XRD-CT data were measured. Also shown is the membrane (derived from a map of the intensity of the (100) BCFZ reflection) though its distribution does not change during the course of the experiment; we do however observe some relative changes in the reflection intensities for BCFZ as described in the ESI† (Fig. S2). At room temperature, crystalline Mn₃O₄ and Na₂WO₄.
are present in the catalyst particles as expected. The SiO₂ support is clearly visible, principally in α-cristobalite and secondarily in tridymite forms. More importantly, the distributions of Mn₂O₃ and Na₂WO₄ show that they are not perfectly co-located. At 675 °C, the Na₂WO₄ phase disappears, which is in agreement with the work of Hou et al., and is coincident with the appearance of an amorphous phase.¹⁹ However, a new phase is seen to appear which we identify as BaWO₄ (using the ICSD and the ICCD PDF crystallographic databases (Fig. S3, ESI†)). The distribution of BaWO₄ does not match the starting distributions of Na₂WO₄ but instead concentrated spots of this phase form predominantly at the catalyst/membrane interface. At 725 °C, Mn₂O₃ decreases but significant amounts of BaWO₄ grow which appears to migrate towards the inner wall of the membrane. On reaching 775 °C, Mn₂O₃ is barely detectable yet more BaWO₄ forms, lining almost the entirety of the inner membrane wall. We note, Mn–BaWO₄/ SiO₂ has been tested in the past as an OCM catalyst and shows higher selectivity to CO₂ than to C₂ molecules which suggests that the formation of this phase is likely to be detrimental to catalytic performance.²⁰ On reducing the temperature to 725 °C, Mn₂O₃ is seen to reform. Against the backdrop of these changes, the SiO₂ support is seen to also evolve with continuous growth of tridymite (more than doubling in quantity) and less significant initial growth then loss/conversion of cristobalite from tetragonal to cubic forms; this is also in agreement with the work of Hou et al. (i.e. α-β transition).¹⁹

In Fig. 3, the results from the OCM2 experiment are presented. It is essential to note that in both OCM experiments (i.e. OCM1 and OCM2) the same solid-state chemistry takes place demonstrating that the results from the OCM1 experiment are reproducible. In panel G of Fig. 3, it is shown that when 5 vol% CH₄ diluted in He (total flow rate of 100 mL min⁻¹) is used, there is a new signal in the mass spectrometry data (m/z 26) which corresponds to C₂ fractions. The profiles of selected masses throughout the experiment are presented in Fig. S5 (ESI†) where it is shown that C₂ fractions increase with increasing CH₄ concentration, and that C₃ fractions are also forming. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the catalyst was captured in its active state in both experiments. The mass spectrometry data also suggest that there is no short term loss in activity with formation of BaWO₄. The observation that there is no simultaneous loss of activity when W is being locked away (as BaWO₄) suggests there is Na₂WO₄ present in the system which is not participating as part of the active catalyst.

From the OCM2 experiment we observe that Na₂WO₄ reforms during cooling after the OCM experiment, albeit in lower concentrations to that of the initial state, and that the formed BaWO₄ persists, as does the distribution and final forms of the support material (panels E and F in Fig. 3). This is also apparent in the micro-CT data where the hotspots (the overlaid red and green circles highlight example hotspot regions in panels A and B of Fig. 3) are large concentrations of the W-containing phases (Fig. S6, ESI†).

Our observations regarding the BaWO₄ phase are confirmed by ex situ SEM/WDS elemental mapping (Fig. S7, ESI†). In panel H of Fig. 3, the elemental maps of Ba and W at a cross section of the CMR are presented after overlaying the two images. W is seen to be co-located with Ba at the edge the inner side of the membrane wall. Panel I shows a summed diffraction pattern from selected pixels at the membrane/catalyst interface. Overlay on this pattern are sticks of database intensities for phases BaWO₄ (green), cristobalite (magenta), Mn₂O₃ (blue), tridymite (yellow) and BCFZ (grey).

In this study we have shown that spatially resolved diffraction information can be gleaned from within the confines of a working reactor and that the results are reproducible. Indeed the state of the catalyst was captured prior to, under and after OCM operando conditions. We have confirmed the initial catalyst contains both Mn₂O₃ and Na₂WO₄ and shown these phases are not perfectly co-located. Na₂WO₄ is seen to melt (consistent with previous observations) and coincident to this event we observed the formation of an amorphous component.¹⁹ The diffraction signal from Mn₂O₃ is seen to decrease approaching the higher temperatures required for OCM. A new stable phase, BaWO₄ is seen to form at the interface between the catalyst particles and the inner side of the BCFZ membrane (the mobility of W species was independently confirmed by micro-CT and ex situ elemental mapping). We also observed significant evolution of the silica support phases which will impact on available surface area of the catalyst. Under OCM conditions, significant quantities of cristobalite and tridymite are present as is an amorphous phase and BaWO₄. There are not
significant quantities of highly crystalline Mn$_2$O$_3$ under OCM but the loss of highly crystalline Mn$_2$O$_3$ was not accompanied by any readily observable new amorphous component. Mn$_2$O$_3$ and Na$_2$WO$_4$ reform (albeit in lower final concentrations) post OCM whereas the formed BaWO$_4$ persists. The observation of the formation of a stable BaWO$_4$ phase is important since it demonstrates that the high and uncontrolled mobility of W at high temperatures is problematic in that: (1) the loss of W could impact on the long-term stability of the catalyst, (2) it will almost certainly lead to the deactivation of the membrane after many hours of operation by forming a layer at the membrane wall and therefore blocking the flow of oxygen to the catalyst bed, (3) and its presence will likely affect the reactor performance as Mn–BaWO$_4$/SiO$_2$ shows high selectivity to CO$_2$. Beyond our experimental findings for the CMR and its use for the OCM reaction, this work also illustrates the value of these types of measurements in evaluating the performance of a reactor system for a chemical reactor engineering-based problem.
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